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Radio

Radio is a helpful historical source. What
can it tell us about the changing roles and
expectations of British women in the first half
of the twentieth century?

S

ince the 1920s radio has provided news, information and
entertainment. Today it is something we take for granted. The
development of radio technology has its own fascinating history that
can tell us a great deal about its time. But radio can also be used as
a ‘lens’ through which we can explore other histories and questions
about society — for example, women’s history.

Radio and interwar women
In the interwar period, radio transformed from being a novel ‘gadget’
into a medium for entertainment and information enjoyed by the
whole family. In 1927 the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) was
founded (previously a private company formed in 1922), and by 1935
more than 6 million families had radios.
Radio became part of daily life and programming began to reflect
the daily rhythm of the household. Women were identified as an
important audience since most married women were housewives
and could listen during the day. In working-class families and lowermiddle-class families, women were often in charge of household
budgets and the purchase of food and consumer goods.
In this period BBC radio talks reflected the many roles and
expectations of women as mothers, consumers and citizens.
So-called Household Talks reveal the emphasis that was placed on
women’s domestic experience. These talks were often practical in
nature, advising on home decorating, food and recipes, and other
housekeeping hints. But radio talks also reflected and highlighted
women’s role as voters. After the 1928 Equal Franchise Act, when
women over 21 could vote, many radio talks encouraged women
to take an interest in local and public duties as well as in their own
responsibility as voting citizens.

Radio and women at war
During the Second World War, the home front played a crucial
role in maintaining the war effort and BBC programmes like Wise
Housekeeping and The Kitchen Front advised women listeners on
rationing and how to make the best out of what was available. These
examples are also interesting because they reveal the use of radio for
propaganda purposes: to boost and maintain morale.
As the war progressed, talks and programmes for women also
changed, reflecting the changing role and expectation of women

Further reading
The BBC has a sound archive containing mainly post-1945 radio
programmes which can be accessed at: www.tinyurl.com/mdvdwwg.

in wartime. After the mobilisation of women into war work from
1941, BBC programmes like Women at War, Mostly for Women and
Woman’s Page addressed women in the services and those who
had taken up war work. These programmes also reveal some of the
changing expectations that women might have had going out to
work, for example, by focusing on careers for women and also topics
such as equal pay.

Postwar radio: marriage and work
In 1946, Woman’s Hour began, which still has a large audience on
BBC Radio 4 today. And in 1948, an American-style radio soap opera
called Mrs Dale’s Diary was introduced.
Mrs Dale’s Diary was about a middle-class family and it is an
intriguing social document of the roles and expectations of middleclass women. For example, the star of the show, Mrs Mary Dale,
a doctor’s wife, was a devoted housewife. However, through the
younger female characters we can trace the changing attitude towards
marriage and work in this period. For example, Mrs Dale’s daughter
Gwen represents a new generation of women who had the choice of
whether to stay at home or continue to work after marriage. Gwen
debated for a long time whether to be a full-time mother, or to keep
her part-time job.
It is therefore possible to see how this radio serial opened up a
space where everyday life could be ‘played out’, and where women’s
changing role or expectations could be tested.d.

Radio as social document
Women’s radio programmes can clearly work as a social document,
capturing the mood and attitude of the time. As the above examples
show, radio can be used to reveal and uncover other histories.
Whether you are exploring gender, or class, race or national identity,
radio can be a rich social document. Radio has acted as both a
reflector and an actor in social change. Radio should therefore be
considered as a useful source for anyone interested in social history.

Kristin Skoog is senior lecturer in media production at
Bournemouth University.
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The Black Panther Party

Joe Street

The militant side of the
civil-rights movement

What was the Black Panther Party? How did it protest
against white oppression and racism in the USA?

Edexcel paper 1, option 1F In search of the
American Dream: the USA c.1917–96
Edexcel paper 2, option 2H.2 The USA, 1955–92:
conformity and challenge

Beliefs and demands

Exam links
AQA 2Q The American Dream: reality and illusion,
1945–80

Edexcel paper 3, option 39.1 Civil rights and race
relations in the USA, 1850–2009
OCR Y319 Civil rights in the USA 1865–1992
Second Amendment
to the US Constitution
Protects the rights of the
American people to keep
and bear arms.
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n October 1966 two students at Merritt College
in Oakland, California, formed one of the most
important organisations in African American
history. Bobby Seale and Huey P. Newton were
outraged at the treatment of African Americans. They
founded the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense
(BPP) in an effort to remedy the many forms of
discrimination that black Americans faced in the
1960s. Their actions were to reverberate around
the world.

ModernHistoryReviewExtras
Go online for an essay plan on the Black
Panther Party’s impact on the wider civilrights movement (www.hoddereducation.
co.uk/historyreviewextras)

One of Seale and Newton’s first actions was to write
a Ten Point Platform and Program which outlined
the BPP’s beliefs and demands. It became a seminal
document of the 1960s. Taking influence from figures
such as Robert F. Williams, a militant NAACP leader
who advocated the use of firearms for self-defence,
and Malcolm X, another self-defence advocate, the
BPP insisted that black communities should exercise
their Second Amendment rights.
Modern History Review September 2017
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The BPP demanded community control of
institutions, full employment, decent housing and
education, exemptions from military service for
black men and freedom from prison for all black
men. The latter two demands were particularly
controversial. They were based on the BPP’s firm
belief that black men should not be fighting a war
to ‘defend a racist government that does not protect
us’ and that no black man had been tried by a jury
of their peers. All-white juries, the BPP argued, had
no understanding of the ‘economic, social, religious,
geographical, environmental, historical and racial
background’ of black men and therefore were unfit
to judge the accused.
The BPP also demanded that, like the American
revolutionaries of the eighteenth century, African
Americans had the right to reject a government that
was not acting in their interests.

Key figures

Public appeal

• Paroled in 1952, he became a prominent orator,
advocating militant black nationalism

It is easy to dismiss the Ten Point Platform and
Program for its unrealistic ambitions, but this
merely underscores its appeal to black Americans.
The black population of Oakland was aware of the
unrepresentatively high number of black men who
were in prison, and many knew that black people
were rarely represented on trial juries.
They noted that many local businesses were owned
by outsiders who, like many police officers, retreated
to the suburbs at the end of the day. They witnessed
at first hand the power wielded by the police in their
community. Many of them felt powerless and the BPP
offered an appealing response to white oppression.
Finally, the BPP’s stance on the Vietnam War
enabled them to articulate their own resentment at
a government that was sending many of them to war
while failing to protect their rights at home.

BPP activism
The BPP’s first major activity demonstrated its
awareness of the importance of symbolic actions
and cemented its reputation as a major force in the
San Francisco Bay Area. Betty Shabazz, Malcolm
X’s widow, was scheduled to visit San Francisco
in February 1967 and the BPP resolved to offer
her protection. They met Shabazz at San Francisco
Airport, causing great consternation among the
airport’s security services. The BPP then accompanied
her to the offices of Ramparts, where she was to
discuss a commemoration of Malcolm X’s life with
the writer Eldridge Cleaver.
Afterwards, a posse of police officers and journalists
accosted the Panthers, prompting Newton to confront
them. Facing down the police with a loaded gun in
his hands, Newton seemed prepared for a shoot-out.
Wary of a bloodbath, the police allowed the BPP to
depart the scene, much to Cleaver’s astonishment.
Soon afterwards he joined the BPP.
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/historyreview
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Huey P. Newton
• Born in Louisiana, 1942
• Left high school claiming that he was illiterate
• Spent time in jail in 1964
• Declined into drug addiction in the 1970s and 1980s
• Killed, 1989
Bobby Seale
• Born in Texas, 1936
• Formed the BPP while working for an anti-poverty
initiative
• Left the BPP in 1974

Malcolm X
• Born Malcolm Little in Nebraska, 1925
• Converted to the Nation of Islam while in prison
in 1948

• Suspended from the Nation of Islam in 1963, he left
in 1964 and converted to Sunni Islam
• Assassinated by members of the Nation of Islam,
1965

Eldridge Cleaver
• Born in Arkansas, 1935
• In jail between 1958 and 1966, where became a
disciple of Malcolm X
• Expelled from the BPP in 1971
• Died, 1998

Stokely Carmichael
• Born in Port of Spain, 1941
• A formidable civil rights organiser
• Popularised Black Power
• Went into exile in 1969, not long after leaving
the BPP
• Died, 1998

Frantz Fanon
• Born in Martinique, 1925
• Participated in the Algerian war for independence
against France
• A Marxist psychiatrist, wrote a number of books
about colonialism
• The Wretched of the Earth (1961), which argued
that violence was a justifiable tactic in a revolutionary
struggle, was a key influence on the BPP
• Died, 1961

Patrolling the police
Other early BPP activities often took place on
Oakland’s streets. Here, the BPP aimed to patrol the
police. Taking advantage of a state law that allowed
citizens to carry loaded weapons in public, the BPP
toured local neighbourhoods, watching the police
perform their duties. Any time they witnessed an
arrest they would observe and read relevant sections

Vietnam War Officially
fought between 1954
and 1975. By 1966,
thousands of American
troops were involved
and a major anti-war
movement was active in
the USA.

Ramparts Major radical
magazine of the 1960s
and 1970s, based in San
Francisco.
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Beyoncé’s controversial
performance at the 2016
Superbowl borrowed
from the Black Panther
aesthetic

of state law out loud, informing the arrested people
of their rights and ensuring that the police conducted
their duties correctly. In doing so, the BPP began
to transform the relationship between the local
community and the police, encouraging residents
to hold the police to account, and if appropriate,
resist them.
Such activities naturally proved highly unpopular
with the police, who set about targeting the BPP
for harassment. Donald Mulford, a local politician,
proposed a law to make the open carrying of weapons
within a California city illegal. This prompted one
of the most sensational actions of the 1960s, when a
group of armed Black Panthers protested inside the
California State Capitol building where politicians
were debating the bill. The incident brought the BPP
to national and international attention.

The trial of Huey P. Newton
Mulford Act Passed
summer 1967, banned
the carrying of loaded
weapons in any public
place in California.

Following the passage of the Mulford Act, the BPP
deemphasised its police patrols but continued to be
a target for police surveillance. This led directly to
the central event in the BPP’s history. On 28 October
1967, Oakland police officer John Frey was killed in
an incident involving Huey P. Newton, who was also
wounded at the scene. Newton was charged with
murder and faced the death penalty.
Newton’s trial, and the ‘Free Huey’ campaign
which accompanied it, electrified the Bay Area.
The BPP organised parades and protests outside the
courthouse and ensured that supporters were always
present inside the courtroom. It also organised major
rallies, including one commemorating Newton’s
birthday in February 1968.

Black first
By now the BPP was among the most famous political
organisations in the country and had inducted Stokely
Carmichael, a highly respected African American
political activist. Carmichael’s speech at the birthday

4
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rally revealed that many tensions lay beneath the
BPP’s exterior. He advocated a ‘black first’ policy,
and warned against entering into partnerships with
white political organisations.
Others in the BPP, particularly Cleaver, welcomed
the support of white radicals, taking influence from
Marxism and anti-colonialism, for example, the
psychiatrist and writer Frantz Fanon. Cleaver and the
BPP benefited from a coalition with the Peace and
Freedom Party, which opposed the Vietnam War and
was supported by thousands of local white radicals.
By the trial’s conclusion in 1968, the BPP contained
thousands of members and many more supporters.

Internal tension
Yet during this period, tensions emerged in the BPP
between members who wanted it to engage in armed
struggle and those who wished it to focus on social
programmes, such as its celebrated free breakfast
programme which fed children across the country.
Meanwhile, Newton’s jury, composed of eight
whites and only one African American, returned
a verdict of voluntary manslaughter. Newton was
sentenced to a prison term of between 2 and 15 years
(California then had an indeterminate sentencing
policy which meant that convicts served a period
that was determined by their behaviour in prison).
He was kept in solitary confinement for much of the
time before being released in August 1970 after the
appeals court reversed his conviction.

Questions
• Read the original BPP Ten Point Platform (1966) at
www.tinyurl.com/h8jcmk9. To what extent were
these demands justified?

• Watch this NBC news report www.tinyurl.com/
k5wwhm4. Should firearms be used as a tool for
political protest?
Modern History Review September 2017
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Further reading
Austin, C. (2008) Up Against the Wall: Violence in the
Making and Unmaking of the Black Panther Party,
University of Arkansas Press.
Seale, B. (1970) Seize the Time. 1991 edn available
from Black Classic Press.

The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolution (2015
film documentary). Watch the trailer on YouTube at
www.tinyurl.com/o8cnopt.
It’s About Time: Black Panther Party Legacy & Alumni
at www.tinyurl.com/kcme7e6.
UC Berkeley Library Social Activism Sound Recording
Project at www.tinyurl.com/3xh999.
Seattle Black Panther Party History and Memory
Project at www.tinyurl.com/28mcsko.

The aftermath
Newton returned to a very different BPP. It had
been subjected to intense FBI counter-intelligence
activities, including infiltration, distribution of
falsified documents and surveillance. By now, the
BPP was focusing more on social programmes and
de-emphasising armed struggle. As the BPP moved
away from its early revolutionary fervour and towards
engagement with the local political system, Newton
took a back-seat role. By the turn of the 1980s, the
BPP was effectively dead.

Evil twin
Emerging just as the mainstream civil-rights
movement was waning, the BPP has often been
considered a cause of the movement’s decline and
eventual demise. The reason for this is the BPP’s

rhetoric and its willingness to carry weapons, both
of which repelled large numbers of white Americans.
From this, some observers suggest that the
BPP was the ‘evil twin’ of the ‘good’ civil-rights
movement. They contrast the civil-rights movement’s
commitment to non-violence with the BPP’s advocacy
of armed self-defence and the movement’s attempt
to build a bi-racial coalition with the BPP’s relative
indifference to white liberals.

Challenging white supremacy
Yet the BPP deserves consideration apart from this
civil-rights context. Its roots were more in African
American radicalism and socialism than the mass
marches and organising structures of the civil rights
movement. It was willing to work with whites, but
only those whom it considered to be sincere. Equally
important, its activities constituted a profound
challenge to white supremacy in American cities.
In offering such a robust response, it invited severe
repression which helped to accelerate its decline in
the 1970s. And yet its vision of black liberation and
the promise of self-determination that it represented
was arguably as inspiring for poor blacks as Dr Martin
Luther King’s dream was for many liberals. Its echoes
resonate today in, for example, the ‘Campaign Zero’
manifesto of Black Lives Matter, the Movement for
Black Lives and even in Beyoncé’s legendary halftime
show at the 2016 Superbowl.
Joe Street is senior lecturer in history at
Northumbria University. He has written
extensively on African American radicalism and
the San Francisco Bay Area, and is currently
writing a history of the Black Panther Party.

Using this article

in your exam

exam
focus

How could this article be useful in your exam?
The development of civil rights in the USA is probably the most popular modern-world history topic area at
A-level. Teachers and students give much attention to the 1950s–60s, with an emphasis on the importance of
Martin Luther King. The Black Power movement (and the Black Panther Party in particular) tends to get sidelined or dismissed as a violent, militant creation that was detrimental to the wellbeing of African Americans as a
whole. Street’s article reminds us that the BPP achieved much through non-violent means and adopted a planned,
intelligent and rational approach to legal reform. The article also stresses that the BPP needs to be viewed in
the global context of movements to provide equality, justice and freedom to black peoples, and so provides a
balanced, in-depth analysis of a topic that is often lacking from the standard texts pitched at A-level students.

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/historyreview
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next steps

UCAS personal statements
What works and what doesn’t? What should
you prioritise and what should you cut? Read
one admission tutor’s advice

S

o, you’re applying to university and wondering what to put in
the dreaded personal statement. You only have 4,000 characters,
so you need to choose your material carefully. As history admissions
tutor at the University of York, I’ve seen my fair share of personal
statements. Some are bland. Some are memorable. And some are
memorable for the wrong reasons. So what are we looking for in a
history personal statement? How do you convince admissions tutors
like me that you’ve got what it takes to study history at university?

Dos
To begin with, let’s think about the things you should include. You’re
applying to do a history degree, so you need to demonstrate that
you have a genuine interest in history and will enjoy studying it for
the next 3 years of your life. There are several ways in which you can
communicate this.

School
First, you can talk about topics you have found most fascinating at
A-level or in your IB and explain why they have interested you. Were
you were intrigued by Martin Luther King or entranced by Rasputin?
If so, tell us why, and discuss how particular individuals, themes or
events have captured your imagination. You could also talk about your
extended project [EPQ] (if you have done one), or any independent
research you have conducted on a history-related project.

6
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Beyond school
Second, you might discuss historical topics that you did not cover
at school, but have developed a passion for independently. Maybe
you read a book about the Spanish Civil War, or watched a TV
documentary on the Incas. Maybe you visited a museum exhibition
about Richard III or Jumbo the elephant. Maybe you loved Poldark,
Wolf Hall or War and Peace and want to learn about the history
behind the fiction. Whatever the case, describe how you have gone
beyond the school history syllabus to explore new areas of interest.
If you’ve volunteered for a local museum, been on a stimulating
field trip or engaged with history in some other way, this could also
make your application stand out. I can still remember the applicant
who baked a cake in the shape of Henry VIII and the applicant who
took part in English Civil War battle re-enactments! If you haven’t
worked for a museum or visited an exotic location, however, don’t
worry. A thoughtful response to a local church, castle or museum
exhibit can be just as persuasive as recollections of your visit to
Auschwitz, the Alhambra or Machu Picchu.

Joint degrees
For those of you applying for joint degrees, the task is a little harder,
as you need to demonstrate a commitment to two distinct subjects.
Think carefully, therefore, about the examples you will use, and where
possible try to draw on examples that relate to both of the subjects
you wish to study. If you are applying for history and English, for
instance, you might talk about how literature — perhaps a particular
book, play or poem — has sparked your interest in a historical period.
If you are applying for history and French, you might mention Joan
of Arc, Louis XIV or the French Revolution. And if you are applying

Modern History Review September 2017
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for history and politics you could focus on political events in the past
or explain how a knowledge of history might inform and influence
contemporary politics.

Proofreading
Whatever degree you are applying for, make sure you take the time
to ensure that your personal statement is clearly structured and well
written. Check it carefully for typos and poor grammar, and ideally
get someone else (teacher, parent) to check it as well. This is the only
sample of your writing that most admissions tutors will see, so it needs
to be good. A typo-strewn, ungrammatical personal statement will
not make a positive impression.

Evidence
Finally, historians like evidence, so try as far as possible to support
your claims with concrete examples. Don’t just declare your undying
passion for history, demonstrate it by referencing the topics that have
really grabbed your attention.

Don’ts
If there are things that should appear in a personal statement, there
are also things that should not, or which should at least maintain a
low profile.

Humour
Humour is generally best avoided, as it tends to misfire. Last year,
one applicant opened with the following clanger: ‘It would be silly
to say that I’ve always been interested in history, since I’m fairly sure
that I wasn’t the most studious person as a foetus.’ I’m sure this was
meant to be funny, but my own reaction was to cringe. You may be
a delightful person and a budding comedian, but save your stand-up
talents for the student union.
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/historyreview
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If re-enactments contribute to your passion
for history, mention it in your statement

Hobbies
Something else which is best kept to a minimum is discussion of
extra-curricular activities that do not relate directly to history. It’s
great if you play the clarinet, excel at sport or are head girl at your
school, but don’t make this the main focus of your statement. By all
means mention these achievements in the qualifications section of
your application, or — briefly — in the penultimate paragraph, but
don’t open or conclude with them.

Does my statement matter?
Just how important is the personal statement and when does it
matter most?
When we receive your application, we judge it on a variety of
factors, most important of which are your predicted grades, the
grades you have already achieved (e.g. GCSEs), the references from
your teacher and your personal statement. Together, these give us
a picture of your potential and determine whether or not we make
you an offer.
While we read all personal statements, they really come into
their own:
■■ if your predicted grades do not match our typical entry requirements
■■ if you miss your offer
In both of these cases, a good personal statement can mitigate
poorer-than-expected grades and can persuade us to choose you over
someone else with the same grade profile. So for borderline cases,
personal statements really matter.

Helen Cowie is admissions tutor at the University of York.
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Russia 1917

From February to October
We continue our series of items
commemorating the centenary
of the Russian Revolution

Christopher Read

The Winter Palace, St Petersburg,
as it appears today

Exam links
AQA 1H Tsarist and Communist Russia, 1855–1964
AQA 2N Revolution and dictatorship: Russia,
1917–1953
Edexcel paper 1 option 1E Russia, 1917–91: from
Lenin to Yeltsin
Edexcel paper 2 option 2C.2 Russia in revolution,
1894–1924
Edexcel paper 3 option 38.1 The making of modern
Russia, 1855–1991
OCR Y249/Y219 Russia 1894–1941
OCR Y318 Russia and its rulers 1855–1964

I

n my article in Modern H istory R eview Vol.
19, No. 3 I focused on the February Revolution
and traced the downfall of Tsar Nicholas II. The
article considered the part played in that downfall
by widespread street demonstrations. It also looked
at the role of senior military officers, members of the
Duma and much of the property-owning elites, who
ModernHistoryReviewExtras
Go online for tips on writing about Russia
in 1917 (www.hoddereducation.co.uk/
historyreviewextras)
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experienced a deep loss of faith in the tsar’s ability
to govern. Instead of preventing the revolution from
developing further, the removal of the tsar opened the
way to a vast upheaval with global consequences. A
timeline of 1917 was published in Modern History
R eview Vol. 19, No. 4. This article focuses on the
events leading up to the October Revolution.

After the February Revolution
The sequence of events unleashed by the February
Revolution touched every region, province, town,
city, village, estate, military unit and battleship in the
collapsing empire. Every class — workers, peasants,
educated professionals, managers, capitalists and
landowners — developed its own agenda for the
new situation. Totally disparate nationalities sought
autonomy or even independence. A gender revolution
was also underway as women fought for equality.
This state of affairs is referred to as a ‘kaleidoscope
of revolutions’ in which precise patterns varied in
every place. The history of 1917 is how this wave of
revolutions developed and why the outcome was the
Soviet state and Bolshevik power.

Revolutionary honeymoon
At first, there was a honeymoon of support for the
February Revolution which embraced almost the
Modern History Review September 2017
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whole empire. Euphoric celebration was the order
of the day and the overwhelming feeling was one
of patriotism based on support for the war and
the feeling that Russia was now in a better state
to defend itself. It was argued by some leftists,
who called themselves revolutionary defencists, that
this was now a democratic Russia that was worth
defending, unlike its outmoded, dictatorial, racist
tsarist predecessor.

Emerging contradictions
The honeymoon, however, did not last very long. The
varied groups quickly realised they were celebrating
different things and, above all, they had vastly
different expectations for what the revolution would
bring. Some thought they were simply replacing one
tsar with another, but this was soon shown to be
politically impossible. Others aimed to construct a
parliamentary capitalist Russia modelled on Britain
and France.

Worker revolt
Once the honeymoon was over, the initiative was
taken up by the masses. From one end of the country
to the other peasants began to encroach on the
landowners’ estates and privileges. At first this took
the form of timid actions like taking firewood from the
forest or pasturing animals on landowners’ meadows.
However, they acted with greater confidence when
they got the measure of what they could get away with,
and withheld rents and labour from the landowners
and began to prevent the landowner from assetstripping the estates.
In cities, workers went on strike for higher wages,
shorter hours and more humane working and living
conditions. In the military, a vast purge of unpopular
officers took place. This included arbitrary killing of
the most hated commanders.

Organised
Especially remarkable was the vast wave of selforganisation that swept all branches of the movement
of the masses. Peasant committees, factory committees
and military committees were set up at grass roots
level. The remarkable spread of soviets, mainly in
towns and in the army and navy, gave increasing
political weight to the lower classes. There was no
permanent national soviet, but the Petrograd Soviet
was universally recognised as the top of the soviet
pyramid.

The Provisional Government
Naturally, the propertied elites — ‘old money’
aristocrats and landowners, and ‘new money’
businessmen and financiers — were increasingly
alarmed as this wave of democratisation spread
throughout the empire. But no one seemed able to
stop it. The Provisional Government, which had
emerged from the February Revolution, was proving
to have little power. However, for the time being,
it did retain authority and was seen as the only
legitimate government by almost everyone from the
army leadership to the leaders of the soviets.

Dual power?
It is sometimes said that the Provisional Government’s
weakness came from the emergence of a so-called dual
power in which the soviets, especially the Petrograd
Soviet, had a veto over the actions of the Provisional
Government. The Petrograd Soviet did indeed lobby
hard for its policies to be adopted but, for the time
being, did not see itself as an alternative government.

Multiple power?
Recently, historians have argued more plausibly that
there was a situation of multiple power. The unity
of autocratic power was replaced by repositories of

Provisional Government
Set up initially from
members of the State
Duma (Russia’s quasiparliament) as a result
of agreement, or even
pressure, from the
Petrograd Soviet. It was
dominated by liberals
and conservatives in
the early days but by
July, when Alexander
Kerensky became prime
minister, the majority
of ministers were from
the right of the socialist
parties.
Petrograd Soviet Set up
informally in the heat of
the February Revolution
as a committee to
coordinate the activities
of the revolutionaries.
Soviets sprang up very
quickly in urban centres
across Russia and
increasingly spread to
parts of the countryside.

Street demonstrations during the ‘July Days’
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especially where supplying the army was concerned.
It also set up an inquiry into the situation in the
provinces. None of these gave it much credibility
in the eyes of the population or reassurance
for itself.

Provisional Government
propaganda poster,
urging the populace
to subscribe to the
‘freedom loan’ in support
of the PG

Attempted coup
June Offensive
The one bold initiative the Provisional Government
did embark on was a military offensive in June. It
had two main purposes. One was to reassure the
allies that Russia was still in the war and ready to
relieve the massive pressures on the Western Front.
The second was to bring the soldiers to heel behind
patriotic ideas and strict discipline.
But two problems settled the fate of the offensive.
First, the soldiers themselves had urged that they
should not be involved in offensives. They would
fight off enemy attacks, but not take the initiative
since most offensives were very costly in lives. The
second problem was that the offensive turned into
a chaotic and costly retreat.

July Days

Kadets Named from the
initials of the party in
Russian (KD), standing
for Constitutional
Democrats in English.
It was dominated
by members of the
educated professional
classes. They were led
by Paul Miliukov who
was the main political
tactician behind the
Provisional Government.
Octobrists Named after
the October Manifesto
of 1905 which they
supported. They were
largely the liberal wing
of the manufacturing
and business classes.
Dark people A
derogatory name for the
lower classes, especially
peasants. It embodied
the fear and ignorance
of much of the elite
when it came to dealing
with ‘ordinary’ people.
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partial power in the military, the soviets, the remnants
of local government, trade unions, employers and
landowners associations and so on. Russia was a
free-for-all of organisations and committees from
top to bottom.
However, the weakness of the Provisional
Government was much more fundamental. It
was committed to continuing the war, while the
opposition to it built up as 1917 proceeded. True,
no one wanted peace at any price but enthusiasm for
a war of annexation was replaced by a widespread
policy of peace without expansion or reparations.

Dilemmas of the Provisional
Government
On other key issues the Provisional Government faced
policy choices it could not resolve. In terms of land,
the peasants wanted a total takeover by themselves
whereas landowners and the Provisional Government
wanted a more limited land reform. Even a political
settlement appeared beyond it. It had an essentially
liberal and democratic philosophy but knew that
the main parties in the government, especially the
Kadets and Octobrists of the centre-right, would
not survive a democratic, universal suffrage election.
The peasants would have the mass of votes and the
educated professionals of the Kadet Party feared what
the ‘dark people’ might do.
Faced with these dilemmas, the government played
for time by setting up Land and Supply committees
to prepare for land reform and to mend the economy,

Only chance circumstances saved the day for the
Provisional Government in the form of the July Days.
As part of the build up of troops for the offensive,
the army chiefs tried to move units sympathetic to
the soviets out of Petrograd. There were also protests
because older men — up to the age of 45 — were
being conscripted. The demonstrations culminated in
a large force, possibly about 10,000 strong, of armed
sailors from the nearby Kronstadt naval base coming
into Petrograd and demanding the overthrow of the
Provisional Government.
Oddly, no political party was ready to lead the
sailors. The political offensive faltered and the
Provisional Government was able to go on the attack
against the left, and the Bolsheviks in particular.
With a mixture of manipulated facts, deception
and outright forgery the Provisional Government
was able to claim that the Bolsheviks were German
agents. Right-wing gangs attacked the Bolshevik press
in Petrograd. Lenin fled to Finland to evade justice,
proclaiming with uncharacteristic pessimism that
the pre-1914 situation had returned. The party must
go back underground. How did the situation turn
around and bring the Bolsheviks to power only 3
months later?

The Kornilov affair
If the radicals had overstretched themselves in the
July Days it was the turn of the right to do the same
in late August. Encouraged by the July success, the
right began to dream of re-gaining the initiative. In
particular the Commander-in-Chief of the army,
General Kornilov, was encouraged by groups of
landowners, bankers and industrialists to seize power.
Modern History Review September 2017
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The result was the murky ‘Kornilov affair’ when, in
late August, Kornilov moved troops towards Petrograd
to suppress the soviet.
The degree to which the new head of the Provisional
Government, Alexander Kerensky, was either in on
the plot or, more plausibly, its intended victim,
remains unresolved. The outcome of the affair is,
however, much clearer. Fearing at the last minute
that Kornilov wanted to overthrow the government,
Kerensky turned to the Petrograd Soviet for help.
Kornilov was arrested, his troops refused to fight and
the apparent coup collapsed. This opened a vacuum
in politics. Kerensky had lost almost all his support.
The left mistrusted him for his links with Kornilov
while the right, the army in particular, despised him
for undermining Kornilov.

The October Revolution
From his exile in Helsinki, Lenin sensed his moment
had come. The political vacuum combined with
renewed militancy from peasants and workers, who
sensed a developing threat to the gains they had
made so far in the revolution, convinced Lenin
that the conditions for soviet power were maturing.
Bolshevik majorities in the key soviets of Moscow
and Petrograd in early September led him to write
a series of letters to the party Central Committee
urging seizure of power.
The Central Committee dragged its feet. Only on
10 October, under direct pressure from Lenin, did
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/historyreview
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Further reading

Bolsheviks descend on
the Winter Palace in
October 1917

Read, C. (2015) War and Revolution in Russia 1914–22,
Palgrave, Chapters 3–5.
Smith, S. (1983) Red Petrograd: Revolution in the
Factories 1917–18, Cambridge University Press.
Rendle, M. (ed.) (February 2017) The Centenary of
the Russian Revolution New Directions in Research.
Special issue of the journal Historical Research, Vol. 90,
No. 247. Available at: www.tinyurl.com/k87p4he.

they agree to put armed uprising ‘on the agenda’. In
the event the soviet came to Lenin’s rescue and it
was largely the manoeuvring of forces loyal to the
soviets not just the Bolsheviks, which brought success.
They were easily able to take the key points of the
city: bridges, railway stations, telephone exchanges
and so on.
The Bolsheviks, it was said, had not seized power;
they had found it lying in the street and picked it up.
The initial stage was, indeed, very easy. Resistance in
Petrograd was minimal. Holding on to that power
— spreading it through the country and definitively
putting the Bolshevik stamp on it — was much harder
and took over 3 years of intense conflict.
Christopher Read is professorial fellow in the
history department at The University of Warwick.
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Waging and winning
the Falklands War
Helen Parr

Explore the background, events and consequences
of this short but highly influential war

Exam links
AQA 2S The making of modern Britain, 1951–2007
Edexcel paper 1, option H Britain transformed,
1918–97
Edexcel paper 3, option 37.1 The changing nature
of warfare, 1859–1991: perception and reality
OCR Y143/Y113 Britain 1930–97

T

he Falkland Islands are located about 400
miles from the coast of South America. In
1982 Argentina occupied the Falklands, and
Britain and Argentina fought a short, brutal war.
Britain won, and the sovereignty returned to Britain.
In Britain, the war was very symbolic. It was a
resounding military victory and it significantly
strengthened Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative
government.

A British soldier walks
among the helmets of
Argentine soldiers who
surrendered at Goose
Green
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Background to the occupation
Nineteenth-century legacy
The dispute between Britain and Argentina over
the sovereignty of the Falkland Islands began in

1833. Spain originally possessed the islands, and
Argentina claimed to inherit them when Argentina
gained independence from the Spanish empire in
1820. Britain had also had a small settlement on the
islands while the Spanish were there, and in 1833 a
British warship landed and raised the British flag.

Decolonisation
In the twentieth century, the Argentines regarded
Britain’s claim to the islands as outdated European
colonialism. Why should a European power hold
territory in the South Atlantic? After the Second
World War, independence movements in Asia and
Africa pressured the European powers to give up their
empires, and by the early 1960s Britain had accepted
that it would lose sovereignty of most of its former
colonies. In 1964, the United Nations Decolonisation
Committee added the Falkland Islands to its list of
territories that should be decolonised.
In the late 1960s and 1970s, the British were
willing to discuss the future sovereignty of the
Falkland Islands with Argentina. Partly, that was
because Britain did not want to create any bad feelings
in the United Nations, and partly because Britain
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The RFA Sir Galahad
was destroyed at Bluff
Cove by Argentine
bombers

did not want to invest in the weak Falkland Island
economy. The islands depended almost totally on
sheep farming, and the collapse of the wool price left
the island economy in dire straits. The British were
preoccupied with the Cold War, and did not really give
the future of the Falkland Islands serious attention.

The islanders’ opinions
The main sticking point in negotiations between
Britain and Argentina was the opinion of the residents.
In 1982, there were 1,783 people living on the islands.
They strongly resisted the idea that they would be
given away to Argentina, and they had a powerful
lobby in the House of Commons. One proposal was
for ‘leaseback’ — Britain would give the territory to
Argentina but retain British jurisdiction — but the
islanders opposed it. When a military government
came to power in Argentina in 1976, it became even
more difficult for Britain to contemplate the end of
Britain’s sovereignty there.

The Junta
By 1982, the Argentine military government, the
Junta, was running out of patience with Britain.
The Junta were violent and authoritarian. Tens
of thousands of enemies of the government were
‘disappeared’ between 1976 and 1982, and the Junta
became fiercely unpopular. The Junta’s president,
General Galtieri, knew that retaking the Falkland
Islands (Malvinas) would bring the regime great
support.
Margaret Thatcher’s new Conservative government
withdrew the British ship the HMS Endurance from
its patrol in the South Atlantic, and this led Galtieri
to believe that the British had lost interest in the
islands and would not respond. On 2 April 1982, a
small Argentine force landed on East Falkland and
claimed the islands’ sovereignty for Argentina.

Why did Britain use military force?
In Britain, the government learnt with alarm that
Argentina had taken possession of the islands. The
House of Commons met on Saturday, 3 April 1982.
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/historyreview
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Parliamentarians on both left and right of politics
felt that this was a national disaster. British territory
had been invaded, and British people had had their
liberty taken away by force. The government opted
immediately to despatch a task force.

Attempts at mediation
As the British fleet sailed towards the Falklands,
the US secretary of state, Alexander Haig, began to
conduct a mediation mission. The Americans did not
want Britain and Argentina to fight over the islands.
Argentina was an important partner in America’s
battle against communism in South America, and
Britain was America’s ally in NATO. President Ronald
Reagan did not understand the significance of the
islands to either side, and he referred to the Falklands
as ‘that little ice cold bunch of land down there’.
At the United Nations, although many did support
Argentina’s claim to sovereignty, they also recognised
that by occupying the islands Argentina had breached
the peace. This meant that international law leaned
towards Britain, and when Britain did deploy military
force, it could do so under its right to self-defence in
Article 51 of the UN Charter.
During the American-led mediation mission,
Britain did agree to make some concessions, but the
Argentine Junta did not want to give up the gains it
had won and it proved impossible to make serious
steps to a negotiated deal.

The General Belgrano

NATO The North
Atlantic Treaty
Organization is a
political and military
alliance established
in 1949. Key members
include the UK, the USA,
Canada, France and
Germany.
Junta A group of army
officers that ruled
Argentina following a
right-wing coup that
deposed Isabel Perón as
president on 24 March
1976.

At the end of April, the Americans ‘tilted’ towards
Britain, and on 2 May 1982 a British submarine, HMS
Conqueror, hit and sank the Argentine cruiser the
General Belgrano. Although the Peruvian president
and the United Nations made further attempts to
mediate, the fighting war had begun. British troops
landed on the islands on 21 May, and on 14 June the
Argentine forces surrendered.

UK politics
At the time, many people felt that Margaret Thatcher
was determined to fight over the cause of the Falklands,
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Conservative ‘wets’
Derogatory term
for members of the
Conservative Party who
opposed Thatcher’s
hard-line domestic and
foreign policy.

The Falklands War was
short and brutal, and
islanders are careful to
preserve its memory

and some believed that she wanted a war to boost
her own political popularity. Thatcher did strongly
believe that Britain should be prepared to use force
when the cause was right. She thought that if Britain
failed to respond, then British political influence
and prestige in the world would be weakened. In
the climate of the Cold War, that weakness would
encourage other belligerent powers to advance.
In addition, Thatcher was in a politically weak
position. It was diplomatic mistakes that led Argentina
to invade the islands in the first place, and Thatcher
always knew that if she failed, her political career
would end. Some members of her front bench, for
example the Conservative ‘wet’ foreign secretary
Francis Pym, preferred to attempt greater compromise
in negotiations, but Thatcher felt that Pym would, in
effect, have been willing to give the Falkland Islands
away. If she consented to that much compromise, her
political supporters would desert her.

The military campaign
Thatcher also listened keenly to military advice. She
knew that she had no military experience, and she
could not afford to take decisions that could directly
result in British loss of life. When Britain decided
to attack the General Belgrano, it was controversial
because the Argentine ship was heading away from
the Total Exclusion Zone, and therefore appeared to be
not taking part in the conflict. The British government
had received information that the Belgrano was part
of a movement against the British fleet, and could
therefore pose a danger again at any point. From the
government’s point of view, it would be worse if the
cruiser sank a British ship, and so Thatcher accepted
that this was the moment to strike.
The British also knew that they only had a small
window of opportunity to land on the islands. The
terrible weather conditions meant that British ships

Questions
• Why did Britain and Argentina fail to resolve the
sovereignty dispute over the Falkland Islands in the
1960s and 1970s?
• How important were domestic politics in explaining
Britain’s use of military force in the Falklands War?
• How important was the Falklands War in explaining
the outcome of the 1983 general election?
• How and why did Britain’s world role change in
the 1980s, and how significant was the Falklands War
in this?
could not wait around in the South Atlantic winter.
This constraint added to the pressure to use Britain’s
force while it could be effective. Six British ships were
lost during the campaign. On the islands, Britain’s
troops fought battles at Goose Green, and then in
the hills around the Falklands capital Port Stanley.
British forces were better organised and proved more
determined. Nevertheless, 255 British servicemen
were killed, and 777 Argentine forces lost their lives.
Three Falkland Islanders were also killed.

The consequences
On 4 July 1982, at a Conservative rally at Cheltenham
racecourse, Margaret Thatcher declared that ‘we have
ceased to be a nation in retreat’. Britain’s emphatic
victory in the Falklands seemed to put an end to two
decades of preoccupation with the idea that Britain
was in decline from its former world role. Britain
had received military support from the USA, but
British troops fought Argentina on their own, and
that helped to show that Britain could still use force
to protect its influence and interests.

In the Falklands
In Argentina, General Galtieri was deposed by other
officers in the regime and within a year democracy
was restored. The underlying issue that caused the war
— the sovereignty dispute — still exists, as Argentina
retains its claim, and over time, the question has
become more closely linked to access to resources,
including oil, in the Antarctic region. In the Falkland
Islands, the British victory, and the prospect of future
attempts to change the islands’ sovereign status, led
Britain to increase its defence base on the islands,
and also to liberalise the island economy. Over time,
the Falkland Island population has increased, and
its economic prospects have significantly improved.

Thatcherism
Britain’s victory in the Falklands led to an immediate
rise in Margaret Thatcher’s political fortunes. She
now held an unrivalled authority among her own
Cabinet and party. In November 1981, only 24% of
people were satisfied with the way she was doing
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her job as prime minister. By June 1982, when the
Argentines surrendered, it was 59%. She went from
the least popular post-war prime minister, to the
most popular, in the time it took to win the war. In
the autumn of 1981 support for the Conservatives
was at 27%, and by June 1982 it was 51%.
In 1983, although the Conservative share of vote
fell 1.5% compared to 1979, the Conservatives won a
landslide victory at the general election. At the time,
many people felt that the Falklands victory brought
Mrs Thatcher’s election success. Certainly the war
had an effect, but by 1983 the revival of Britain’s
economic fortunes was probably more important in
convincing people to vote Conservative, particularly
in the south of England.
It was a divided political time. The Labour
Party moved to the left under Michael Foot, and
in 1981 four senior MPs broke away to form the
Social Democratic Party (SDP). The SDP did well in
by-elections, but in 1983, although it polled nearly
the same share of the vote as Labour (25.4% compared
with Labour’s 27.6%), it only won 23 seats. The
Falklands War therefore seemed to restore authority
to Britain’s ‘first past the post’ electoral system,
bringing a Conservative majority of 144 after a decade
of uncertainty about who could govern Britain, and
how Britain should be ruled. The years between
1983 and 1987 were the high peak of the political
phenomenon known as Thatcherism.

Longer term
In Britain, this short war’s main consequence was its
immediate political symbolism. In the longer term,
it had little effect on Britain’s foreign or defence

Further reading
Boyce, G. D. (2005) The Falklands War, Palgrave
Macmillan.
Parr, H. ‘The Falklands War’ podcast, Historical
Association. Available at: www.tinyurl.com/n3qx82y.
Vinen, R. (2009) Thatcher’s Britain, Simon and
Schuster, Chapter 6.

policy. It delayed cuts to the armed services, but did
not prevent them.
Thatcher did have a very close relationship with
Ronald Reagan, but Britain and the USA still disagreed
over important points. Thatcher opposed Reagan’s
attempt to stop building the Siberian gas pipeline
to western Europe, and was disappointed when the
Americans did not consult Britain over their invasion
of Grenada.
Thatcher always understood that Britain’s influence
in America, and globally, flowed through Europe, and
in the mid-1980s, the Thatcher government was the
main architect of the Single European Act, creating
the single market, and Britain became much more
integrated into the European Economic Community.
The end of the Cold War had a much more profound
effect on Britain’s international position than this
short, iconic conflict in the South Atlantic.

Thatcherism A brand
of politics characterised
by the championing of
the free market, low
taxes and a defence of
national sovereignty.

Helen Parr is senior lecturer in International
Relations at Keele University. Her book, Our Boys:
The Parachute Regiment, the Falklands War and 1980s
Britain will be published in 2018.
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How could this article be useful in your exam?
The Falklands War appears at A-level in units on modern British history. As with the Black Panther Party article
elsewhere in this issue, this piece, by Helen Parr, illustrates the importance of considering historical events from
a number of different perspectives. Note how the article places the Falklands crisis in the context of the Cold
War and how it stresses that it was a conflict that involved states and organisations beyond those of Argentina
and Britain. The analysis of the consequences is very clearly written and provides a detailed, balanced analysis of
the benefits to Thatcher and her government in helping instigate the war. Student responses on the achievements
of Thatcher and the Conservatives too often give one-dimensional accounts that claim the Falklands War was a
military success, ignoring the motives behind it and its political fallout. This article goes a long way to showing
how war, in history, is often used a tool to achieve political ends.
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timeline

Vietnam W

French and American involvement

The French had attempted to reassert control over their former colonies in
southeast Asia after the Second World War but been defeated by a nationalist
insurgency led by Ho Chi Minh. The French had left Vietnam by 1956.
The French were replaced by US military advisors who sought to prevent
a ‘domino effect’ of countries falling to communism. In the following years,
American involvement in Vietnam would gradually increase. The peak
involvement of US troops was between 1964 and 1973.

Military operations

2 August 1964
Gulf of Tonkin incident.
North Vietnamese
boats allegedly fire
on the USS Maddox.
Congress authorises
President Johnson to
‘take all necessary
measures’ in response

The war was probably unwinnable from the start for the Americans. Instead of
fighting a conventional war, the North Vietnamese engaged in a guerrilla campaign,
never allowing the full military might of the USA to be deployed effectively.
Far more North Vietnamese were killed than Americans during the war but the
North successfully turned the war into a patriotic one against an imperialist USA.
The tactics used by the USA, including carpet bombing, defoliation through the
use of Agent Orange, and massacres like that at My Lai, turned significant parts
of the civilian population against them.

8 March 1965
First US combat troops
deployed

30 January 1968
Tet Offensive,
coordinated Northern
attacks on 100 South
Vietnamese targets

May 1968
Paris peace talks begin

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1

13 February 1965
Johnson orders
Operation Rolling
Thunder, a sustained
bombing campaign
against North Vietnam
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17 August 1965
Operation Starlite, first
major battle of the
war results in a US
victory

16 March 1968
My Lai massacre:
about 200 civilians are
killed by US troops

January 1969
US troop numbers
peak at 542,000
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m War

Explore the key events
in Vietnam and the USA
US opposition
Internal opposition to the war in the USA was also crucial in determining the
outcome. As troop casualties mounted, and without any obvious progress being
made, public opinion turned against the war, particularly after the Tet Offensive
in January 1968. Students demonstrated against the draft that operated
between 1969 and 1972, and politicians increasingly spoke out against the war.
Once the USA had withdrawn its troops in 1973, Congress forbade their return.
North Vietnamese violations of the peace accord therefore went unpunished
and this contributed to the rapid military collapse of South Vietnam in 1975.

Parallels
Interesting parallels can be drawn between
Vietnam, the American Revolution and the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan. In each case a military
superpower was defeated by a lightly armed foe
waging a guerrilla war. All three were fighting far
from home, which created logistical problems, and
all involved a steep decline in domestic support for
the war that ultimately made it untenable.
8 June 1969
Policy of ‘Vietnamisation’
announced, reducing US
troops and replacing them
with South Vietnamese

4 May 1970
Four students protesting
against the war are killed
at Kent State University

27 January 1973
Ceasefire signed in
Paris

Jan–Apr 1975
Major North
Vietnamese offensive
against the South

9 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
18 December 1972
Operation Linebacker 2:
a renewed bombing campaign
by USA after North Vietnam
pull out of peace talks
1 December 1969
First draft lottery is
held conscripting men
into the army
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29 March 1973
Last American troops
leave Vietnam

29–30 April 1975
USA evacuates its embassy
personnel and several
thousand civilians as
Saigon falls to the North

ModernHistoryReviewExtras
Go online for a printable pdf of this
centre spread (www.hoddereducation.
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Tim Lockley is a professor of North
American history at The University
of Warwick.
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Mark Stoyle

The Western
Rebellion of 1549
Religious protest in Devon and Cornwall

What was the Tudor rebellion
in Devon and Cornwall all
about? Where did it begin?
How did it spread? How was
it eventually put down?

Exam links
AQA 1C The Tudors: England, 1485–1603
Edexcel paper 3, option 31 Rebellion and disorder
under the Tudors, 1485–1603
OCR Y136/Y106 England 1485–1558: the early Tudors
OCR Y306 Rebellion and disorder under the
Tudors, 1485–1603

D

uring the summer of 1549, a huge popular
rebellion took place in Devon and Cornwall.
Thousands of people took part in the
insurrection and the government of Edward VI was
eventually forced to raise a powerful army in order
to suppress it.

Background to the rebellion
The Western Rebellion had many contributory causes,
but it was basically a protest against religious change.

Henry VIII and religious tradition
During the 1530s, King Henry VIII had broken away
from the Catholic Church, led by the Pope in Rome,
and had established himself as supreme head of
an independent English Church. Henry had then
proceeded to dissolve the monasteries and to seize
their wealth.
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Yet while the king had changed the religious
landscape of England forever, he had remained firmly
opposed to the new strain of Christianity which was
then taking root across large parts of the continent,
and which would eventually become known as
Protestantism. As a result, religious traditionalists
— who almost certainly made up the great majority
of Henry’s subjects — had generally managed to
adapt themselves to the old king’s unsettling policies.
Following Henry’s death in 1547, however, and
the accession to the throne of his 9-year-old son,
Edward VI, England witnessed a full-blown religious
revolution.

Edward VI and religious revolution
Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, was appointed as
Lord Protector and therefore effectively ruled England
in the boy-king’s name. Seymour soon made it clear
that Edward’s government was determined to steer
the English Church in an unambiguously Protestant
direction. As a result, bitter disputes broke out in
communities across the land. Religious reformers
— made bold by the new thrust of royal policy —
openly accused their conservative neighbours of being
‘Papists’, or treacherous supporters of the old Church
of Rome. Religious traditionalists, for their part,
accused the reformers of being ‘heretics’, or enemies of
God. Distaste for ‘the new learning’ was particularly
strong in the deeply traditional southwest.
Modern History Review September 2017
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The ‘Cornish Commotion’ of 1548

Frontispiece to the Book
of Common Prayer

Violent opposition to the Crown’s religious policies
first surfaced in the west country in April 1548.
During this month the archdeacon of Cornwall’s
deputy, William Body, was murdered by an angry
crowd in the west Cornish town of Helston: according
to some reports, because he had been overseeing the
destruction of traditional religious imagery in the
church there. Several thousand men subsequently
gathered in arms before being dispersed by the local
gentry.

Ethnic tension
The Helston disturbance was chiefly the result of
deep-seated religious conservatism, but it may well
have had an ethnic dimension, too. The village of St
Keverne, from which many of the protestors came,
lay in the heart of the Lizard peninsula. This was
a district in which the ancient Cornish language,
nowadays long extinct, was then still widely spoken.
The inhabitants of west Cornwall — like their close
cousins, the Welsh — saw themselves as an entirely
separate people from the English during the Tudor
period. So the fact that west Cornwall was Cornishspeaking can only have made its inhabitants even
more stubbornly resistant to the message of the
Protestant Reformation: a message which was
almost always preached and taught to the ordinary
people in English.

The outbreak of the Western Rebellion
The ‘Cornish Commotion’ of 1548 was quickly
suppressed. However, it foreshadowed the much
bigger revolt which was to break out in the west
country during the following year.

Chronology
January 1547 Death of Henry VIII, accession of
		
Edward VI
July 	The Crown issues orders for religious
reform
April 1548	Fear of religious change provokes an
uprising in West Cornwall
1549 	The Crown orders the adoption of an
English Prayer Book
10 June 	The new book sparks protest at
Sampford Courtenay in Devon
Late June 	The protests escalate into full-scale
rebellion
2 July 	The rebels besiege the city of Exeter
5 August 	The rebels are defeated by a royal army
at Clyst Heath
17–18 August The rebels are again defeated at
		
Sampford Courtenay
January 1550 The surviving rebel leaders are 		
		
executed in London
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The new Book of Common Prayer
In 1549 the Crown ordered that every parish in the
kingdom should adopt a new prayer book for use in
church services. The Book of Common Prayer was
written in English, not Latin, and incorporated a good
deal of Protestant doctrine. Unsurprisingly, religious
conservatives disliked it, and after the inhabitants of
the remote mid-Devon village of Sampford Courtenay
had heard the new service, in June 1549, they decided
that enough was enough. Led by a local man named
William Underhill, they persuaded their parish priest
to abandon the new book and revert to the old Latin
service instead.

Wider grievances
Word of what had happened quickly spread and,
within days, many protesters had gathered together
at Sampford. They now asked, not only that the new
prayer book should be withdrawn, but that various
other grievances should be redressed as well. The
growing band of protestors next made their way to
the town of Crediton, a few miles from the regional
capital of Exeter.
Here, they were attacked by a group of local
gentlemen — led by ardent Protestants, Sir Peter
and Sir Gawen Carew — who killed several of the
demonstrators on the spot. This was a fatal mistake,
for the Carews’ aggressive action infuriated the local
countryfolk. They now rose in arms across large parts
of Devon, and what had previously been a relatively
modest protest against the Crown’s policies turned
into a full-scale rebellion.

Protestant Reformation
A European-wide
movement aimed at
reforming the practices
of the Catholic Church.
Book of Common
Prayer The Act of
Uniformity (1549)
abolished the Latin
mass in England. The
new Book of Common
Prayer was issued with
the Act, providing the
text for services to be
held in English. It is
commonly supposed
that it was written
by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Thomas
Cranmer. It was
superseded in 1552.
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The siege of Exeter
Towards the end of June 1549, the rebels urged the
inhabitants of Exeter to let them into the city. Many
of the citizens sympathised with the rebels, but there
was also a small group of committed Protestants who
were determined to resist them, and — bolstered by
this faction — the town governors resolved to remain
loyal to the Crown. Affronted, the Devon rebels, led
by William Underhill and other local captains, now
proceeded to besiege the city.
Meanwhile, the flame of insurrection had spread
into Cornwall, where more rebels had assembled at
Bodmin under the command of a gentleman named
Humphrey Arundell. Soon afterwards, Arundell led
a powerful Cornish force across the River Tamar to
assist the Devon rebels in the siege of Exeter.
Because Edward’s government was facing several
other rebellions elsewhere in the kingdom at this
time, it was unable to send down many troops to
the west country. As a result, the nobleman whom
Somerset had ordered to suppress the disturbances
— John, Lord Russell — did not dare to attack the
rebels, who were massed around Exeter, and had to
hover on the eastern borders of Devon instead.

Rebel demands

Memorial to the men
of St Ives who died in
the Western Rebellion
of 1549

Russell’s evident weakness must have caused the
insurgents to feel increasingly confident, especially as
it now seemed that they were on the brink of starving
the citizens into surrender. Around 26 July 1549, the
rebels drew up a formal set of ‘articles’, or demands,
which they sent to the government in London. These
demands made the rebels’ determination to oppose

Questions
• Why did the Western Rebellion spread so quickly?
• Why did the rebels decide to besiege Exeter, rather
than just bypass it?

• Why did it take the government forces so long to
defeat the rebels?
• Was it always probable that the rebellion would fail?

the Crown’s religious policies absolutely clear. Among
them was one that declared that:

‘

We will not receive the new service, because it
is but like a Christmas game, but we will have
our old service…in Latin, as it was before. And
so we the Cornish men, whereof certain of us
understand no English, utterly refuse this new
English.



’

The way that this particular demand was phrased
suggests that there were a number of Cornish-speakers
in the rebels’ ranks.

The defeat of the rebels

Unfortunately for the rebels, powerful reinforcements
were by this time arriving in Lord Russell’s camp.
Among them were bands of mercenary soldiers, drawn
from as far afield as Germany and Italy, whom the
government had originally hired to fight the Scots,
but whom it now decided to turn on its own people.

Liberating Exeter
Towards the end of July 1549, Russell managed to
defeat a force of rebels who had been bold enough
to advance to Fenny Bridges, just a couple of miles
from his base at Honiton. Soon afterwards, the royal
commander moved over to the offensive, marching
towards Exeter with his army, and defeating the
rebels in a savage battle fought at Clyst Heath on
5 August. That night, the surviving rebels stole away
from their positions around Exeter and abandoned
the siege of the city.
When Russell’s victorious army finally appeared
before the town walls early the next day, there was
great rejoicing among the citizens — or, at least,
among those of them who had opposed the insurgents
— and 6 August would, for many years afterwards,
be kept as an annual day of thanksgiving in Exeter.

Beyond Exeter
Exeter may have been relieved, but the rebellion was
by no means over. Despite the heavy casualties which
they had suffered, the rebels were still determined to
resist the royal forces. The insurgents now regrouped
at Sampford Courtenay, where the insurrection had
originally begun, and soon the king’s commanders
received the worrying news that Arundell was
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Further reading
Fletcher, A. and MacCulloch, D. (2016, 6th edn) Tudor
Rebellions, Routledge, Chapter 5.
Stoyle, M. (1997) ‘Cornish Rebellions, 1497–1648’,
History Today, Vol. 47. Available at: www.
historytoday.com.
Stoyle, M. and Hodgman, C. (December 2010) ‘The
Prayer Book Rebellion’, BBC History Magazine, Vol. 11,
No. 12. Available at: www.historyextra.com.

The aftermath

Rebel leaders were executed at Tyburn,
London, where today a stone marks the
spot of the ‘Tyburn Tree’ gallows

gathering more men in Cornwall. Russell realised
that he had no time to lose. Summoning up his army
— which had by this time swelled to some 8,000 men
— he marched out from Exeter and, in another bloody
battle, fought in and around Sampford, completely
routed the insurgents. Underhill was slain on the
field, while Arundell fled to Launceston in Cornwall,
where he was captured the following day.
Russell’s troops now spread out across much of
Devon and Cornwall, plundering the countryside
wherever they came and imprisoning — and
sometimes executing — those who had helped the
insurgents. The vicar of the rebellious Cornish parish
of St Keverne was hanged there on 26 August, for
example, together with the vicar of nearby Mannacan,
who was later described as one of the ‘principal
stirrers’ of the insurrection.

While many of the insurgents were punished on
the spot, the surviving rebel leaders were sent up to
London. Here, four of them — including Arundell
— were tried for treason in Westminster Hall, and,
after having been pronounced guilty, were hanged,
drawn and quartered at the place of public execution
at Tyburn. It was a bloody end to a bloody episode:
an episode in which — according to the most reliable
contemporary commentator — some 4,000 protestors
lost their lives.
Few events do more than ‘the Commotion in the
West Parts’ to illustrate the remarkable determination
which ordinary Tudor men and women so often
displayed when it came to defending their religious
faith. This determination also helped to fuel several
of the other great rebellions of the sixteenth century,
including the Pilgrimage of Grace in 1536 and the
Northern Rising in 1569.

Mark Stoyle grew up in rural mid-Devon and
went to school in Crediton, where the first
armed clash of the Western Rebellion occurred.
He is professor of early modern history at the
University of Southampton.

Using this article

in your exam

Pilgrimage of Grace
(1536) A protest in
Yorkshire (although
there were other locally
related rebellions)
against the religious
policies of Henry VIII.
Northern Rising (1569)
An unsuccessful attempt
by Catholic noblemen in
the north of England to
depose Elizabeth I and
replace her with Mary,
Queen of Scots.
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focus

How could this article be useful in your exam?
Despite recent trends focusing on skills development at A-level, it is apparent that students still enjoy a well-told
story. Mark Stoyle’s article on the Western Rebellion of 1549 brings the event alive. It is detailed and thorough
in its coverage and highlights the pivotal role of the rebellion (in the context of social unrest in the mid-Tudor
period). The article illustrates perfectly how a narrative approach to history can be adopted without masking key
concepts such as cause and consequence.
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online sources

The Marxists
Internet
Archive
Explore a huge archive of Marxist
and related materials

T

he Marxists Internet Archive (MIA) — www.marxists.org
— is a labour of love undertaken by a massive team of
around 600 enthusiasts and devotees of Marx and the Marxist
tradition. One does not, however, have to be a Marxist to
benefit from their work.

Marx, Engels and Russian works
The centrepiece, unsurprisingly, is the complete works of Marx and
Engels but there is much more on offer here.
For Russian historians, for example, the complete works of Lenin
and Stalin are included as well as all of Trotsky’s main writings.
There are also substantial amounts of work by lesser figures of the
revolution: Bukharin, Zinoviev, Kamenev and many others. Sections on
major figures are accompanied by a biography, the length of which
varies from subject to subject.
The selection is not confined to Marxist thinkers and writers.
People having influence on the history of radicalism are also included.
For Russia, there are works by the novelist Gorky. One volume of

Alexander Kerensky’s memoirs, the 1927 publication The Catastrophe,
is included, as is an extract on the Kornilov affair from his earlier
volume Prelude to Bolshevism of 1919. Why not sample the website
by looking up Kerensky’s two versions of the Kornilov affair at www.
tinyurl.com/k7yt4cm (1919) and www.tinyurl.com/ldjyuvc (1927)
and comparing them? (For more on the Kornilov affair, see Christopher
Read’s article ‘Russia 1917’ on page 10 of this issue.)

The writings of Kim Il Sung
can be found in the archive
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Other European works
The MIA is far from confined to Russia or to Marxists. The works
of many non-Marxist writers are located in the ‘Reference Writers’
archive section of the website.
For modern German history, writings by Karl Kautsky and Rosa
Luxemburg can be found. A few examples of British writers who
have significant presence shows the breadth of the selection. Major
writings of John Locke, Adam Smith and David Hume — none of
them remotely ‘Marxist’, not least because they lived and wrote before
Marx — are included. Perhaps surprisingly, Adam Smith’s Wealth of
Nations, often thought of as the complete opposite of Marx’s major
theoretical work Capital, is reproduced in its entirety. Major items by
radical British writers Thomas More, Gerrard Winstanley, Tom Paine,
Robert Owen and George Orwell are also included.
Sadly, writings by modern authors like Orwell are restricted
because many of them are still in copyright and the copyright holders
have not allowed the MIA to include them.

Beyond Europe
The website also has a global reach. Non-European Marxist traditions
are extensively represented. The complete works of Mao Zedong and
writings of other Chinese leaders such as Zhou en-lai and Liu Shao-ji
are included. There are limited items by the Korean leader Kim Il Sung
and more extensive writings by Ho Chi Minh, leader of the Vietnamese
war against the USA and its allies. African writers include Kwame
Nkrumah, Julius Nyrere, Amilcar Cabral and many others, though
here too copyright has meant restrictions.
The American origins of the MIA project can still be traced in
its extensive selection of writings from the USA including works by
C. L. R. James (Trinidadian by origin), F. Scott Fitzgerald and many
others. Fidel Castro and Che Guevara are represented in the South
American context.
The oldest text included is Lao Tzu’s The Art of War from about
500 BCE and the selection continues to the present. It is a living
archive and items are being added very frequently.

Navigating the site
From the home page you can access the five main divisions of this
vast 53,000 document archive: Selected Marxists, Library, History,
Subjects, Encyclopaedia. You will also find two drop-down index
windows. On the left ‘Select Author’ gives a list of the hundreds
of authors. This is the simplest and most direct portal into the vast
holdings. The right-hand menu is ‘Select Section’. In particular this
highlights the many languages in which the archive exists, from
Chinese to Estonian. The selection in each language area is different
from every other one. You could even practise your language skills
here by looking up key texts in French or German or read Che Guevara
in the original Spanish.

Selected Marxists
Returning to the main divisions, clicking on ‘Selected Marxists’ takes
you to a page with photos and names of the major figures, such as
Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Mao and Trotsky. Each has a separate
‘archive’ of biography, works, memoirs and images. Featured here
are the 23 most prominent figures in the archive including the big
names plus the likes of the Irish revolutionary James Connolly and
the Italian theorist Antonio Gramsci. The list includes brief descriptors
of the individuals concerned. Incidentally, the archives of the biggest
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/historyreview
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The text of Magna Carta is located
in the ‘History’ section of the site

figures — Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky, Rosa Luxemburg and Che —
can be accessed directly by clicking on their photos on the home page.

Library
The second main division — ‘Library’ — groups the contents around
32 themes such as ‘Feminists’, ‘Western Marxism’, ‘The Second
International’, ‘Black Liberation’, ‘Political Science’, ‘Philosophy’ and
so on.

History
The third main division is ‘History’, which contains documents related
to the political struggle for democracy and liberation across the
centuries. The selection here is very patchy. Magna Carta is included
in the British section, for example, as are a contemporary chronicle
of The Peasants Revolt of 1381 and the Chartists’ actual Peoples’
Charter of 1838 plus associated materials.

Subjects
This area focuses on a limited number of themes such as ‘Alienation’,
‘War’, ‘LGBTQ’, plus sections on ‘Currents of Communism’ (Bolshevism,
Trotskyism, Left Communism, The Frankfurt School and so on) and
on selected ‘Struggles and Revolutions of Various Nations’, which is
very weak on areas like the Arab world.

Encyclopaedia
Finally the fifth division is a very useful encyclopaedia of terms,
concepts, biographies and histories compiled from a radical and
revolutionary perspective. It includes many links to other parts of
the collection.
In short, this is a very wide-ranging and useful, entirely free
resource for the modern historian.

Christopher Read is professorial fellow in the history
department at The University of Warwick.
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The legacies of the
British East India
Company
The first modern corporation?
Ellen Filor
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What can we learn from the economic and social influence
of the East India Company? Should it be familiar to us as a
forerunner of the modern multinational?
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Exam links
AQA 1J The British empire, c.1857–1967
Edexcel paper 3, option 35.1 Britain: losing and
gaining an empire, 1763–1914
OCR Y32O From colonisation to independence: the
British empire, 1857–1965

T

his article asks whether the East India Company
(EIC) — the trading company which ruled
India for 250 years — should be considered
the first modern, multinational corporation. It will
discuss the economic reasoning behind this assertion
and examine other aspects which can constitute a
business or corporation. The EIC was never just a
company. At any one time, it funded a massive army,
the education of European employees and Indian
subjects, religious missions, and research into fatal
diseases. Examining the different roles that the EIC
played in India demonstrates that economics is only
one lens — and not always the most useful one —
through which to gauge the extent and power of a
corporation.

An economic force
The English East India Company was created in 1600
to trade spices across the Indian Ocean. Over the
course of the next 150 years, the company established
ports, warehouses and merchant houses from Aden
to Sumatra and Calcutta to Ceylon.

Gurcharan Das argued: ‘The modern corporation
is, indeed, a child of the East India Company.’ As a
result, economists have studied the EIC in the hope
that it can offer a historical blueprint for businesses
today.
In terms of definition alone, there would appear
to be little reason for not considering the EIC as a
multinational corporation. The Royal Charter granted
the founders of the EIC permission to act as a single
entity. It did divide its stockholders from its directors
and these stockholders had a vote to keep the directors
in check. The EIC conducted business globally.
But is this definition of a corporation a useful one
when measuring and analysing the impact of the
EIC on Britain and India? We should be sceptical of
considering economic factors in isolation. To gauge
the accuracy of the label of a ‘modern corporation’
it is necessary to move beyond narrow economic
categories and consider the effect of the EIC on the
populations of both India and Britain.

The original East India House

multinational A business
which conducts business
internationally.
corporation A business
which is owned by but
legally independent
from the shareholders.
Decisions are made by a
board of directors.

Battle of Plassey (1757)
A key battle between
the EIC and the Nawab
of Bengal.

Imperialism
From these trading origins, the EIC shifted to
territorial conquest. After the Battle of Plassey
in 1757 the EIC established a large army on the
subcontinent, subduing the ruling indigenous powers.
By the time of the company’s dissolution in 1858, the
British had control over much of modern-day India,
Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Myanmar. After
this date, the rule of India was transferred to the
British Crown until Independence in 1947.

Industrial Revolution
It is as an economic force that the EIC has usually
been studied. The idea that Europe, and Britain
in particular, ‘diverged’ from the rest of the world
economically during the Industrial Revolution
because of the exploitation of men and commodities
in the colonies is an idea that has won acceptance
among historians. As Nick Robins has outlined,
Britain’s GDP rose more than three-fold between
1700 and 1870, in large part because of its empire
in the East and West Indies.

A global business
But can these imperial ventures be perceived as
those of the first of the ‘modern multinationals’?
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/historyreview
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Economic failure?
In the face of such debt and mismanagement, the
question remains who ultimately profited from the
company. The European men the company employed
in the eighteenth century often enriched themselves
through private trade. For example, Thomas ‘Diamond’
Pitt bought a 410 carat diamond in 1702 and sold
it to the French royal family for a £100,000 profit.
Such profiteering saw the company outlaw private
trade in 1793.
With this shift to a more modest pay and pension
not even company employees reaped the profits
of its global trade. By the nineteenth century, it
is questionable just how economically viable a
corporation the EIC was for either its stockholders
or its employees.

Insitutional racism
Pay

The ‘Regent Diamond’,
sold by Thomas Pitt
in 1717

Public company and private trade
The first thing to note about the EIC was that it was
global. Its trade in spices, cloth, tea and opium saw
goods and gold circulate from Macao to Boston. The
EIC enjoyed a monopoly over trade in India from
the 1750s to 1834, allowing them to export and sell
goods in their London warehouses. British individuals
could invest in and benefit from the high returns of
its stock. From 1793, the return was fixed at 10.5%
as well as offering the holder a vote in meetings of
the EIC.

The reforms of 1793 also decided who could hold
certain positions. Indians could earn no more than
£500 a year while most Europeans could earn well
over £1,000 after less than 5 years in the country.
Men with an Indian mother were banned from the
service for two generations. Though the British were
heavily reliant on the Indians they employed for
their local knowledge of language and geography,
they discriminated against them. Racial hierarchies
were maintained until the end of British rule in 1947.
That such institutional racism was embedded in the
company’s regulations should refute the idea that
this was a ‘modern corporation’.

Control of private life
With the reforms of the 1790s, the company sought
to control not only the private trade of its employees
but also their private lives. In the mid-eighteenth
century it was relatively common for European men

Inefficiency and corruption

Carnatic Bond scandal
(1808) After an attempt
by the EIC to settle the
debts of a deposed
prince, forged bonds and
letters of credit were
circulated in Madras
costing the company
millions of rupees.
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The company directors governed from their
headquarters in London and communicated via
letter with their employees in India. Responses
could be slow, being conveyed by sailing ships, and
the directors often waited well over a year to receive
a reply to their orders. Steamships cut this time to
months in the 1830s but, even so, the EIC was never
that efficient when it came to correspondence: in 1808
some 13,137 letters from India remained unanswered.
The EIC was scarcely more successful in its
monetary affairs. Corruption was widespread and
incidents such as the Carnatic Bond scandal in
1808 cost the company millions of rupees and it
only narrowly avoided bankruptcy. Between 1799
and 1807, the EIC’s debt increased from £10 million
to £26 million. On multiple occasions during the
nineteenth century, it had to be bailed out by loans
from the British government.

Chronology
1600	Royal Charter granted to the English East India
Company by Elizabeth I.
1601	James Lancaster led the first successful English
trade mission to the East.
1699 The EIC began to trade opium with China.
1757	The British defeat the Nawab of Bengal and
the French at the Battle of Plassey.
1793	The Cornwallis Code is introduced, preventing
corruption and interracial sex among the EIC’s
European employees.
1813	The EIC’s monopoly over imports and exports
to India ends.
1858	In the face of declining revenue and the Indian
Revolt, the EIC’s powers were transferred to the
British Crown.
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to take Indian women as concubines. Between 1780
and 1785 one third of wills in Bengal made reference
to a native woman or mistress and 54% of the children
baptised in St John’s, Calcutta between 1767 and 1782
were ‘Eurasian and illegitimate’.
By the nineteenth century, these interracial
relationships were regarded with suspicion by company
elites and the number of mixed-race children recorded
in baptism records began to decline. The company
encouraged large numbers of single white women —
colloquially known as the ‘fishing fleet’ — to travel to
India in the hope that they would marry their white
male employees. The introduction of pensions meant
that if a company man died in India, then his white
widow and children were provided for, encouraging
men to start legitimate families on the subcontinent.

Racial purity
Such interference in the private lives of their employees
and the discouraging of interracial relationships
shows that the EIC never considered its role to be
purely the pursuit of profit, but that it was also
simultaneously concerned with the ‘whiteness’ and
racial purity of its employees.

Army
To ensure the safety of its employees and the security
of its territory, the company employed a vast army,
with European officers and Indian subalterns. From

Reliance on ships meant that communication
between London and India was highly inefficient
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its establishment in 1748 to the end of company rule
in 1858, the army increased massively. In 1763, the
force numbered some 18,000 men. By 1857 this had
increased to 271,000. This army also aided a massive
expansion of territory and control, as the British
pushed high up into the Himalayas and subdued
local enemies such as the Mahrattas.

Indian Rebellion of 1857
The indigenous population were not passive in the
face of such militarisation. The low pay and British
insensitivity towards religious practices saw mutiny
break out among the troops regularly. Such resistance
against British rule came to a head in 1857 when
large swathes of Indian soldiers in northwestern India
erupted into open revolt.
After the failure of this revolt, the British enacted a
brutal revenge, slaughtering 100,000 Indian soldiers
and an unknown number of civilians. The rebellion
of 1857 demonstrates that violence was integral to
how the EIC operated and, ultimately, it was through
such violence that the company was undone.

Mahrattas An older
spelling of Maratha:
a group of castes
found in the state of
Maharashtra.

Education and training
Employees
Professionalism was introduced in many middle-class
British careers, such as accountancy or medicine,
during the nineteenth century. The Indian civil
service was no exception in this drive towards higher
standards. In 1808 it instigated an examination
which all prospective civil servants had to pass
before attending their training college at Haileybury
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for 2 years. At Haileybury, these young men — aged
between 16 and 24 — had the opportunity to learn
law, Oriental languages and history.
How much educational value they imbibed,
however, is questionable. As David Gilmour has
argued: ‘The camaraderie of the river or the cricket
pitch or even of the pipe and tankard of claret
allowed men to get to know each other and measure
their merits and defects.’ Between 1808 and 1822,
the college erupted into riots at least five times.
The professionalism the EIC sought to instil in its
young employees was patchy at best, and encouraged
thuggish resistance at worst.

Wider society
Nor did the EIC limit itself to the education of
its own employees. In 1813, it established a fund
of 100,000 rupees per year to be dedicated to the
Christian education of Indian subjects. In 1835,
Thomas Babington Macaulay, a senior lawyer in
India, wrote:

‘

We must at present do our best to form a class
who may be interpreters between us and the
millions whom we govern — a class of persons
Indian in blood and colour, but English in tastes,
in opinions, in morals and in intellect.

’

A desire to make Indians ‘English’ by education
paid little heed to their indigenous traditions or
culture.
This shift in emphasis from trade to education
would define the EIC during the last 20 years of its
existence. There was a turn away from economic
justifications for colonisation towards evangelical,
educational and racist arguments that would define
British rule in India until independence in 1947.

Further reading
University of Warwick and University College London,
‘The East India Company at Home’. Available at:
http://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/eicah.
Universities of Edinburgh and Leeds, ‘Becoming
Coolies’, research website at www.coolitude.shca.
ed.ac.uk.
Dalrymple, W. (4 March 2015) ‘The East India
Company: the original corporate raiders’, the
Guardian. Available at: www.tinyurl.com/og74u7u.
British Library, Untold Lives. Visit blog.bl.uk/
untoldlives and search for ‘East India Company’.

Conclusion
Confining the EIC to its economic impact alone means
we narrow our understanding. By examining the
corporate qualities of the EIC alongside its military,
social, racial and educational features, we see the
many ways in which it operated.
Given that it required regular bailouts from
the British government and rarely ran a profit,
the company cannot be regarded as particularly
economically successful. By other measures, it fares
even worse. The EIC emerges as a cultural and
social failure: dangerous for the men it employed,
institutionally racist, and controlling of its
employees’ sexual practices. If the EIC resembled a
modern corporation, it was not an ethical one and
this should give pause anyone who seeks to replicate
or imitate it.
Ellen Filor is the Susan Manning postdoctoral
fellow at the University of Edinburgh.
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How could this article be useful in your exam?
Students studying the rise, decline and fall of the British empire (a specification area offered by all the main
awarding bodies), will inevitably look at the role of the East India Company. Ellen Filor’s article raises some
important issues about the impact of the institution, with a spotlight on the extent to which it was innovative,
successful and beneficial. Also of note is the way in which a modern concept — ‘multinational corporation’ —
is used as a measuring stick to assess the significance of the company. This ought to raise debate in class over
the appropriateness of using an anachronism to make a judgement about the contribution of an organisation to
Britain’s past.
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exam skills

Reading effectively
and efficiently
Try our strategy for making history reading
stimulating, enjoyable and more effective

Instead, students often require assistance with the skills needed to
analyse texts effectively.

General guidelines
Aim

I

n preparation for examinations students are expected to have
read widely. Teachers often express their dismay that, despite
issuing reading lists and providing general guidance about what to
read, students still fail to take the reading of history texts seriously.
However, it is apparent that this is not due to a lack of interest.

Be clear in your mind about why you have been guided to read a
particular text. It could be to get a general overview of a topic or
to gain a sense of how historians disagree over certain issues. If you
know what you are looking for in the text this will make reading more
meaningful and you are more likely to stay on task.

Table 1 A suggested table of reading speeds and their purpose

Projected
understanding of
text (%)

General reading
standard

Speed
(words per minute)

Description
of speed

Purpose and
challenge of text

Slow

Less than 50 up to 180

Crawling to coasting
along

100

Careful focus and assimilation of very
challenging text

Normal

Over 180 up to 350

Coasting to starting to
race along

70–80

Gathering some key information and
establishing meaning of moderately challenging
to easy text

Fast

Over 350 up to 550

Racing along

Less than 50

Skimming to gain an overview and/or reviewing
and recalling. Text might be very challenging or
moderately easy.

Supersonic

Over 550

Something of a blur

Less than 10

Scanning to locate key words and terms and to
get a quick feel for how text is organised. Text
might be very challenging or moderately easy.

Source: adapted from Cloake, J. A., Crinnion, V. and Harrison, S. M. (1987) The Modern History Manual, Framework Press Limited.
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Flexibility

Bring it to life

Adopt a flexible approach to reading. Different types of text require
different reading skills. Some texts only need skimming, while others
demand slower, more meticulous attention. It is helpful, in this
respect, to be aware of your present, ‘normal’ reading speed. This
speed might then need to vary according to the nature of the reading
that you are expected to complete (see Table 1). To calculate your
reading speed use the following formula:

Use your imagination when reading. Use your sensory perception to
bring text alive. For example, it can be helpful to visualise a place,
event or person to add meaning to what you are reading.

number of pages read × number of words per ‘average’ page
		    number of minutes spent reading

Activity
From the article on page 24 of this issue, consider how useful it is to
view the East India Company as the ‘first multinational company’.

Sampling
Always start reading by getting a general perspective of the text.
Quickly look at the title, subtitles, the contents list, chapter headings,
section headings, the index, any publisher’s blurb and any information
about the provenance of the text (especially the author’s background).
This will help you decide how much of the text is relevant and fit
for purpose.

Depth
Read as much as you can about any one topic. To gain in-depth
knowledge and understanding always start with basic, general pieces
of writing before moving on to more challenging material. To gain
a breadth in knowledge and understanding, read texts written by a
range of historians (at least two that are said to have opposing views
about a topic).
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Active reading
Finally, develop an active approach to reading. Be prepared to
highlight/underline key points in a text, to write summary notes or
questions in the margins of text and to think critically about what
you are looking at. A fair bit of what you read is unlikely to be true;
give consideration to how you can check on the validity and reliability
of written matter even if it appears to be convincing. Be wary of
factual material that is full but unreferenced and presented in such
a way as to mislead.

A strategy for reading history texts
Being an effective reader means looking at a range of text to fulfil
a particular purpose. Being an efficient reader means analysing and
evaluating text in a flexible manner within sensible time boundaries.
To be both, developing a reading strategy based on stages can be
very useful.

Stage 1
Know what you want from the text that has been recommended and/
or given to you. If you are not sure about this then ask your teacher
or lecturer about the purpose of the reading exercise.

Activity
Why might a student who is studying the civil-rights movement in
the USA be guided to read the article, on page 2 of this issue, on the
Black Panthers? What kind of added dimension might this article
provide?
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on and define for yourself (for example, economic, class, autocracy,
constitution, liberal democracy). Be especially aware of how labels and
metaphors can mislead or prove difficult to interpret (for example,
what does the label ‘Industrial Revolution’ mean with respect to time
and place? What did Trotsky mean when he said that ‘war is a great
locomotive of history’?).

Activity
Interpret, analyse and evaluate the article on the Western Rebellion,
1549 on page 18 of this issue, by using the guidelines set out above.
How useful is the article to students studying Tudor rebellions? It
is focused on only one rebellion so does that mean it is of very
limited use?

Stage 4
Stage 2
Move on to finding, in general, the information you need. Do this by:
prior knowledge of a topic, however basic, to make
connections with the text.
■■ Skim the text in a few minutes: identify key words and phrases in
the text (they are often repeated). Using a finger, pen/pencil or ruler
as a guide/pointer can be effective when doing this. Use the sampling
suggestion above to gain a general perspective of the text.
■■ Using

Activity
Read the article on Russia in 1917 on page 8 of this issue. Identify
and list key words and phrases to gain an overview of what is
discussed. Write a list of key points that you think summarises the
thrust of the article.

Stage 3
Once you have gained an overview move on to interpreting, selecting,
analysing and evaluating the text.
■■ Identify key points. Most historians will make a key point per
paragraph and this is usually stated at the beginning. The point
will then be explained and supported with evidence in the form of
examples. Invariably, this is followed by some balanced analysis and
evaluation of the point and evidence and finished with a link sentence
to the next paragraph.
■■ Separate key points from subsidiary points.
■■ Extract and store (mentally and/or in note form) only information
which is directly relevant to Stage 1.
■■ Make connections between what you think you already know
and what you are reading. Identify any similarities and differences
that emerge.
■■ Use a question framework to analyse and evaluate the validity
and reliability of the text. This should focus on questions such as
‘what…?’, ‘who…?’, ‘when…?, ‘where?’, ‘why…?’ and ‘with what
consequences…?’ (the ‘w’ questions).
■■ Be wary of how language is used. Some historians use words rather
loosely (for example, ‘fascism’ to describe ‘Nazism’). Others use a
large amount of technical terminology which you will need to reflect
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/historyreview
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Finally, you need to test whether Stages 1 to 3 have been effectively
completed by reviewing what you have read and then seeing whether
you can recall it before applying it to a historical problem.
■■ Review and reword any underlining, margin notes and fuller notes
to ensure they are relevant, make sense and, most importantly, have
been stated in your own words. Being able to précis someone else’s
ideas in language that you understand will be a sure-fire way of
ensuring that you have assimilated what is important and relevant.
■■ Use recall ‘tricks’ to prove that you have absorbed what you have
read. For example, can you accurately summarise the key points in
a section of a chapter (depending how long it is) on an index card,
table or chart without looking back at the original text?
■■ Use any guidelines you have been given about how to integrate
material you have read into essays. In particular, make sure that
the authors of key ideas that you use are acknowledged through
referencing and that ideas are used as support material for your own
arguments. Students too often use quotes or outlines of historians’
views to illustrate rather than as evidence.

Activity
Read the article on the Falklands War on page 12 of this issue
adopting Stages 1 to 3 of the strategy. Review (rewrite and reorder)
any notes you have made. Go over these notes one more time
before attempting the following:
Produce a detailed mind map that shows the causes, course and
consequences of the Falklands War. Indicate ‘most important/least
important’ causes and consequences on the map.

Conclusion
Adopting this strategy may seem time consuming and laborious (it
is!) but persistence with it pays off. Over time you will gain a greater
awareness of how to apply different reading approaches to different
types of text and how this will start to make reading easier and more
enjoyable. You will also notice how reading more and more improves
the quality of your writing and how this will lead to a greater chance
of success in final examinations.
Andy Holland is an experienced history teacher.
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document

The Nazi
propaganda
poster
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Investigate the important role played by state
propaganda in the projection of Adolf Hitler as
an all-powerful leader

Further reading
Kershaw, I. (2001) The ‘Hitler Myth’: Image and Reality in the Third
Reich, Oxford University Press.
Welch, D. (2002) The Third Reich. Politics and Propaganda, Routledge.

I

ndustrialisation during the nineteenth century had utilised posters
for mass persuasion and this had proved extremely effective.
Posters contained numerous advantages: they were relatively cheap
to produce, they had been tried and tested, and they were a medium
accepted and understood by the masses.
There was intense politicisation of the poster during the 1930s by
regimes such as Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany. Inevitably, then, the
poster was an important presence in the Second World War, which
was more ideological than the First World War. In 1939 when war
broke out, posters were an obvious means of communication to
disseminate propaganda. All governments continued to rely heavily
on the poster to put across their wartime messages.

Themes used in posters
The themes disseminated were very much dictated by the course of
the war. Governments exploited posters for recruitment, requests
for war loans, to make national policies acceptable, to encourage
industrial effort, to urge conservation of resources, to inform the
public of food and fuel substitutes, and to channel emotions such as
courage and hatred. Remember that although we are viewing these
posters in isolation, they were employed as part of a wider, often
inter-linking, propaganda campaign.

Charismatic leadership and the ‘Hitler myth’
The cult of the leader, which surpassed any normal level of trust in
political leadership, is central to an understanding of the appeal of
national socialism. It was undoubtedly the most important theme
running through Nazi propaganda.
When Adolf Hitler (1889–1945) came to power in Germany in
1933, he promised the German people that the Nazi Reich would last
a thousand years. A propaganda slogan of the period called upon the
nation ‘to awake’ (Deutschland Erwache!). Just as national socialism
needed its enemies, so it also required its heroes. For their concept of
the heroic leader the Nazis turned to the German völkisch (meaning
roughly ‘racial’) philosophy of nineteenth-century Romanticism and
the notion of the ‘leadership principle’ (Führerprinzip), centred on a
mystical figure embodying and guiding the nation’s destiny.
The leadership principle required a very special personality, who
had the will and power to realise the ‘racial state’ (Volkstaat), a
man of destiny — resolute, dynamic and radical — who would
destroy the old privileged and class-ridden society and replace it with
the ethnically pure and socially harmonious ‘national community’
(Volksgemeinschaft).
Hitler’s hold on absolute power was therefore justified not so
much by virtue of his constitutional position as chancellor and head
of state but more in charismatic terms as Führer of the German
Volk — not a state, but a German nation as a racially determined
entity. As the custodian of the nation’s will, Hitler’s authority was

‘One People, One Nation, One Leader’
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Nazi and East German propaganda material available to view at:
www.tinyurl.com/pq4hss6.
BBC’s Nazi propaganda gallery at: www.tinyurl.com/5luyod.

beyond constitutional limitations. The ‘Heil Hitler!’ greeting would
subsequently replace, by law, the traditional greeting ‘Guten Tag!’
Adults were made to greet each other with the new acclamation,
and children in school used it at the start of each new lesson. It was
accompanied by the familiar, stiff right-arm salute.

‘One People, One Nation, One Leader’
According to Hitler, propaganda for the masses had to be simple and
appeal to the emotions. To maintain its simplicity, it had to put over just
a few main points, which then had to be repeated many times. Once
in power the Nazis took control of the means of communication by
establishing the ‘Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda’
under Dr Joseph Goebbels (1897–1945).

An ordinary man
This particular poster is a portrait of Hitler by an unknown artist made
just prior to the outbreak of war. Leader, citizens and country fuse
into one in this highly stylised depiction of Hitler with a slogan that
translates as ‘One People, One Nation, One Leader!’
In particular, Hitler is portrayed as an ordinary person in conformity
with the sentiment of the slogan. His uniform is made from everyday
fabric and has plain brass buttons. There is little decoration apart
from the tie-pin and, curiously, a swastika armband which is barely
noticeable as it is turned away from the viewer. Hitler’s pose is slightly
awkward, somewhere between formal and casual. The strongest
element of the portrait is, however, Hitler’s determined gaze into the
future, an image projecting confidence of victory in future struggles.

A superman
In practical terms, the leadership principle meant that decisions came
down from above, instead of being worked out by discussion and
choice from below. The essentially negative anti-parliamentarianism
of Nazi propaganda led to the projection of the ‘Führer-myth’, which
depicted Hitler as both charismatic superman and man of the people.
In cultivating the Führer cult, the depiction of Hitler was both
essential and sensitive. Photographs of Hitler appeared regularly and
provided day-to-day contact between leader and people, but artists,
film-makers, poets and musicians were commissioned to depict Hitler
in a more stylised fashion, illustrating different aspects of the Führer’s
‘genius’ according to the objectives of Nazi propaganda.

David Welch is emeritus professor of modern history and
director of the Centre for the Study of War, Propaganda and
Society, University of Kent. He is the author of many books and
articles on the propaganda of the Third Reich.
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